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About This Content

Soundtrack

The complete music suite composed for Imperator: Rome. A fitting accompaniment as you plan future conquests. As the game's
score expands, so will this living soundtrack, with new music added in most major updates.

Note that this soundtrack is only separately available for play outside of the game in MP3, WAV and FLAC formats, so a
suitable audio player will be required.

Track list:

Red Sun

Northland

Family

Hero

Silk Road
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Sound the Cornu

The Siege

Actium

Caesarion

Civil War

Nightwatch

Karthago

Tyrrenum

Hegemony

Our State

Elegy

Cleopatra

Oceanus

Olivari

Domine

We the People
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Title: Imperator: Rome - Complete Soundtrack
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 Home Premium 64 bit SP1

Processor: Intel® iCore™ i3-550 or AMD® Phenom II X6 1055T

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia® GeForce™ GTX 460 or AMD® Radeon™ HD 6970

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This is a very addictive and fun to play game, If you want to work onyour hand to eye coordination then give this game a go!
Catchy beats, good learning curve and simple but challenging gameplay make this a lot of fun when you have a few minutes
here and there.. Tem uma nuvem pra avua
11\/9 would cloud again. The game works good, U will have fun.

After some minutes ok U will be tired but Ok.

Its not an Original game, and why I need use Mouse on Menus? I cant use Keyboard/Controller on menu, not work.

My rate is 7.5 / 10
. Garbageeeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. A great game does not need achievements or trading cards but if that is all one plays for -
this game has neither.

I would call this a sleeper, great gameplay, good storyline, and mostly definitely a Hidden Object game. It is fast paced with
smooth transitions, so fast and smooth in fact one is at the end (hours later) before one realizes it. It is not a short game though
and about the average length for an HO game (around 4 or so hours).

Storyline: Singing Star's husband White Wolf is missing, and she sets off to find him. She goes to the Manitu (element or nature
spirits) for help. Her journey involves finding various plants and objects in different locations to use in spells. As the journey
unfolds the player meets the Manitu and learns their intentions are not always what they seem.

Gameplay: 98% of this game is HO scenes, no point and click elements or any puzzles. Even the map is only used to move
between HO scenes in any order the player choses. There are several HO scenes for each chapter while looking for ingredients
and objects needed to make a potion or later at the request of the Manitu. The HO scenes are colorful and detailed. (Even the
chapter transition "black and white" ink drawings are quite amazing.)

A few things to note about the HO scene find clues. 1) They are unusual clues, mostly plants and animals most people have not
heard about. Since there are no hint penalties I suggest using them. I had to hint and look up some myself. I had no idea an ewer
was a pot-like jug with a handle. Some other examples are cane (which means cane sugar plants which look like cattails in fact),
puddle (Really? A puddle of water? - How unique!), algae (and not the normal pond scum variety, but the long Sagrasso type
that grow like monsterous wide bladed grass under the sea), and of course I can not forget the flying cow. (Totally serious the
clue is cow and it is flying and the player has to click on it when it zooms by.) I have not had this much fun playing HO scenes
for a while. Such unique and unusual clues. 2) None of the find clues are unfairly hidden either. But in every scene there are one
or two that are especially cleverly hidden. Oh the player can see them quite plainly after finding them but they blend so well,
one either needs to know where they are there or really has to look for them. 3) The find clues are more and less appropriate to
the settings. Or at least to the game theme of Native American indigenous cultures (both North and South America) all jumbled
together and throughout time. Basically what I mean is there are no used tires or hammers or bicycles. Very nature oriented with
an entire education on plants, animals and birds if one is so inclined. 4) I only found one clue misspelling: broken bow should be
broken bowl. It happens (shrugs). Can not complain otherwise about the text.

Remember I said this game is 98% Hidden Object, the other 2% is a mini-game the gamer plays twice and a Match 3 game
which has various uses. First the mini-game, it is potion making (in a cauldron). The point of the mini-game is to change the
color of the potion to a different color using the plants or things gathered from the HO scenes using a recipe chart and quite
literally drawing a magic symbol over the brew. Sounds easy, but it is not. This is a real brain teaser of a puzzle, and if one goofs
up one has to start from the beginning again. Fortunately there are only 4 things that can be put in the brew. The gamer only
plays the mini-game twice but gathers stuff to make potions often.

Second is the Match 3 game. This Match 3 game is used as a Hidden Object scene, gathering mana orbs to make potions and
boss battles. Yes, you read that correctly BOSS BATTLES. Boss battles in a Hidden Object game, my oh my. Then again the
player is dealing with nature spirits. I have run into this type of boss battle scenerio before in a game called Cave Quest. But
comparing those battles to these, these will kick your butt if not careful. Think Gems of War maybe. Good luck with the battles.
They are tough since your opponent starts out with 2-3 times higher hit points then you do. (No skip option either.) My only
suggestion is take your time, there is no time limit.
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Beautiful artwork, great gameplay, fast moving storyline and 98% Hidden Object. Who can could ask for anything more from
an HO game? (That's rhetorical by the way, so do not answer.)

Highly recommend.. I give the game a 7\/10. I found the game to be repetitve at some points and the way you have to back and
forth to other characters in quite annoying. If you take a break from the game, even for a day or two, it is hard to get back on
track and find where you left of. The game is overall good but there are some aspects that I would change.
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I used this software for videos, that I record when im bored. (rhyme XD) That is BEFORE the new update. Now this is just a
load of crap. Overlays are gone, Webcam wont work, Desktop mode..... REMOVED! Dont waste $39.99 on this piece of
CRAP. I might reccommed this software when they add the desktop mode back.. Xanadu Next is an actually very good action
rpg dungeon crawler.
But it suffers from a lot of bugs.
Bugs such as: When red slimes dies, they explode and no matter where you run to or what you do, it will hurt everyone in the
room even though it wasn't like that in the original game.
Bugs aside, it lacks some kind of "infinite\/random generated" dungeons., that'd be great, more huds would be cool too.

Other than that, it's a good game with simple gameplay but fun enough.
But because of its flaws, i'll give it 7\/10, if the developer were smart, they'd fix the problems and the bugs but instead they left
it to rot which is a shame.. It is like brick breaker only more violent.. is good game. having for the making of fun time and shoot
bad guy(s). is much editing in config files to make shotgun 14000 ammo and spray gun pellet much everywhere. allies put ear to
ground. hear buffalo. better when pakistani woman shot gun with 14000 speed no reload. score 9/11 its ok praise allah.. Do I
like this game? No. Would I recommend this to someone who likes puzzle games ooooh boy yes. Basically in this game you
wrap a statue up with rope to cover enough space to advance to the next puzzle.. I'm still playing this currently since it released
today, and so far in my opinion, its an overall very fun and suprisingly scary VIVE game! Hoping to see more content, more
gore, and more CLOWNS especially. I also hope the game will have more polished movement mechanics for the mobs trying to
kill you; It seems like when mobs spawn right now they all move identically and almost in unison. But it's in EA right now of
course so I'm not complaining. Overall I would highly recommend this game if you're a person who likes horror games in
general. A++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ;-). I highly recommend this game for people who:

- look for an entertaining game to play every once in a while
- love action filled racing games
- Enjoy trying many different weapon and ability combinations
- love to grind for the best score. A very charming RPG-Adventure hybrid in the style of Quest for Glory, radiating waves of
nostalgia. Some of the rooms \/ screens are downright beautiful, such as the first chamber of the island castle.

Story rich with really fun, clever puzzles. I\u2019m enjoying it a lot!

. You can summon an army of dolls to follow you around as temporary party members for a floor.
Goes hilarious well with Rei'sen since you can get an army of four moon rabbits and five dolls.
Otherwise, kinda meh, but she has a nice voice.
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